
ENGR 271 – Assignment 1

Due Date:  June 6, 2000
Read:  Experiments #1 and #2 in the Basic Analog and Digital manual.

Experiment #1

Key concepts:
LED Potentiometer Op-amp Analog
Voltage follower Threshold Voltage Comparator Digital

1. Perform the experiment described on pp. 15 & 16. (Schematic on pg. 13.)
2. What resistor value (from wiper to ground), would you predict corresponds to the threshold

voltage of 1.4 V?
3. Measure the resistance (from wiper to ground).
4. Measure the voltage ranges (from wiper to ground) for the following responses of the analog

LED output:  clearly on, clearly off, dim.
5. Please make observations about the analog and digital LED outputs.
6. Modify the circuit and the program. In addition to the original binary LED output, also drive

a binary LED inverted output from I/O pin 12. The second LED is off when the original
binary LED is on. Demonstrate your work to someone (outside your group) in the class.
Submit your program with remarks and an original schematic.

Experiment #2

Key concepts:
Push-button switch Binary-number system Synchronous Parallel/Serial
MSB/LSB Word/Byte/Nibble/Bit Asynchronous Clock

7. Determine the equivalent decimal value for the following binary numbers: 10011001 and
01010101.

8. Study Programs 2.1 (pg. 26) and 2.2 (pg. 34) and read each program’s description. (If you do
not completely understand, it would be a good idea to execute the programs.)

9. Write a program to add two 8-bit binary numbers. Use a push-button (connected to I/O pin
14) for the clock. Use another push-button (connected to I/O pin 2) to enter the numbers.
Demonstrate your work to someone (outside your group) in the class. Submit your program
with remarks and an original schematic. The output in the debug window should look similar
to the following example output.

First number     =  10011001
Second number =  01010101
Binary sum       =  11101110
Decimal sum    =  238

http://64.27.84.239/downloads/Stamps in Class/baad1.pdf
http://64.27.84.239/downloads/Stamps in Class/baad2.pdf

